JOURNALISTS, FROM OSTA MOHAMMAD, A CITY OF
BALOCHISTAN, VISIT IN DETAIL DEPARTMENTS OF MQM AT NINE
ZERO:
Karachi, August 01, 2007: a ten-member high level delegation from press club of Osta
Mohammad, a city of district Jaffer Abad, Balochistan visited the headquarter of Muttahida
Quami Movement, Nine Zero and met with members Coordination Committee Mr. Shoaib
Bokhari and Mr. Ashfaque Manghi and discussed the overall political condition of the country
and particularly of Balochistan. The delegation visited different departments of MQM at Nine
Zero, Khursheed Begum Memorial Hall, and MPA hostel and watched the organizational duties
being discharged. The delegation from Osta Mohammad included Mr. Abdul Sattar Tareen, Mr.
Ali Mardan Jamali, Mr. Mohabbat Ali Chehwan, Mr. Abdul Jabbar Bangalzai Brohi, Mr.
Mohammad Rafique Pandrani, Mr. Manzoor Ahmed Soomro, and Mr. Sajjad Ahmed Manghi.
During this visit Haq Parast Senator Dr. Mohammad Ali Brohi, Member Sindh Assembly Mr.
Abdul Quddoos, and Sector In-charge Osta Mohammad Mr. Mumtaz Ali Imrani were also
present. The members of the delegation became vocal during the visit at Nine Zero and said they
did not see any negative aspect of MQM which has been propagated in Balochistan. The
journalists also said they were impressed by the presence of MPAs, MNAs, and Senators at Nine
Zero for public service and that the behavior of these elected officials reflects the organizational
discipline, training, and grooming. The members of the delegation also said they always thought
that Nine Zero would be a palatial place but to their utter surprise it came out to be a mere 120
yards house consisting of three rooms. The delegation also visited the media and information cell
at MPA hostel and watched the arrangements of news distribution and dissipation. The members
of Coordination Committee said that MQM is the third largest political party with people’s
power and striving its best practically to eliminate the feudal system from Pakistan. They further
reminded that MQM opposed the operation in Balochistan and stood by its stand. They also
thanked the members of the delegation and apprised them of personality of the leader of MQM
Mr. Altaf Hussain and practical and realistic struggle of MQM.

